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What is the soul blueprint of _________?
This son was created from the Father’s Heart with an intense
capability of extending love and dancing in the Light of the
Spirit. This one also has the capability of being of assistance
to other brothers; and in order to do so, it is necessary that
he experience some of the things that other brothers are having to endure so that he may better identify with, understand,
and have greater patience with them. He has come into the
earth at this time so that he may participate in this time of
harvest and be of assistance to those who may simply need a
gentle nudging, just a little assistance—a touching of the
spirit in order to awaken in them the knowledge that there is
a possibility to request to be a part of this time of harvest. He
is preparing himself by experiencing these things and by
being confronted with the ego, which is associated with the
earth plane, so that he may then go beyond any personal desires and also release unto the Father any fear he might have
of suffering—or death itself—knowing that he rests in the
Father’s arms, that all is well, and that each experience that
comes to him is a part of the process of his own unfolding, as
well as a preparation for making him an empty vessel through
which the Father can express upon the earth. Therefore, it is
fitting that he should, as he approaches the Father and the
Master Jesus, give thanks that all is well, all is under control,
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and that he will be given the experiences that will help him to
better serve.
________ is encouraged to have faith and to know, to accept, that the Master does walk beside him and has great love
for him. Actually, as the Master walks beside him, He has his
arms around the shoulders of ________. And in believing that
the Master is there, ________ is then opening the door to
experiencing it; and the experience will come—the knowledge
of the Presence of the Master will come. But also he needs to
understand that in the process here upon earth it is important
that our endurance be tested. ________ must show he really
desires to have these spiritual experiences and to have the
knowledge of the Father and of the Master; and he must show
that he is willing to endure and continue to believe, in spite of
what might appear at the present to be a lacking in those
experiences—what might be compared to dwelling in a desert
land. But as time goes on he will come to see, experience, and
know the fullness of the Spirit. And that beautiful Light that is
in his heart will shine forth as he allows the door to his heart
to remain open and bless those around him.
________ is asked to consider and accept that those he comes
into contact with—those in his workplace—are also sent to
him, even now at this point, as brothers whom he can serve
and that he should, in spite of how they may appear to him
and what their attitudes may seem to be, always remember to
look beyond the mask of the personality for that Light. For
truly as he comes to believe that the Father is come to him as
each of these persons—seemingly wearing a mask, yet the
Father is there—and as he concentrates upon the Presence of
the Father, the Spirit of the Father in each one, his heart will
then open and he will experience that Presence. And he will
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bless those, even though they may be making his life difficult
in some ways. As time goes on they will themselves, on some
level deep within, recognize that he is allowing the Father to
bless them through him, and their attitude about him will
change. So, what is the blueprint of the soul? The blueprint is
to allow this beautiful and lively, energetic Light in his heart
to shine forth—not to close down the doors of the heart or the
mind but to open them, to fling them open, so that the Light
within him, which is so beautiful, may shine forth and embrace all those around him. For truly he is himself a part of
anchoring the Light of the Father in the earth. And he is
serving a role as being part of the salvation of his brothers.
[Speaking now directly to the soul] And so, my gentle brother, know that Love and Light are your birthright; they are
already within you. The only thing that is lacking is opening
those doors as wide as possible so that the Light flows
through you, and you are yourself a vessel which is blessed
by the flowing of the Light as it goes through you and blesses
those around you. You have a calling to a holy task, and you
are encouraged to accept this calling without reservation—
without having any personal goals or aspirations that would
be between you and the Father’s mission for you.
________ has asked Jerry to pray for him and has been
reading Jerry’s writings; however, he has a problem following
the principles and putting them into practice. Can any help be
given?
The problem of not experiencing the Presence of the Father
in those whom he would visualize in front of him lies in remembrances of past experiences—in allowing those remembrances to be so strong as to engender some fear and cause
his heart, in a gesture of protection, to close down. He is
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encouraged to believe that it is the Father’s Spirit there and
that, certainly in a time of meditation when he is not in the
physical presence of these other brothers or sisters, there is
nothing to fear—that what he is remembering and which
causes some fear is something of the past, which is no longer; it exists no longer. It is a remembrance and should be
released, for even these remembrances are interpretations
and, therefore, simply perceptions. If he will truly try to believe that the person he is visualizing is the Father or the
Master Jesus, come to him simply wearing a mask, and that
the mask can be gently drawn away as if opening a veil, then
he can truly gaze upon Holiness and Pure Light; and he can
know an unconditional Love that can only be from the Father
flowing forth, for that mask will become so invisible that he
forgets about its being there. And truly, once this is experienced, he will look upon those whom he visualizes in his
prayer, meditation, and devotional period as opportunities;
and he will rejoice in the fact that he can go to them again to
seek the Father’s blessings in their hearts, as well as allow
His blessings to flow through him to them. He is encouraged
to continue—to persevere in doing this—and not to be discouraged by what would be thought of as a failure; for truly,
the key is already in the door and has been turned. He is now
on the threshold, and the opportunity is there to simply push
against the door so that it opens and these experiences flow
forth upon him as a waterfall of Light and blessings; and he
may laugh and rejoice and give thanks that he is here upon
the earth at this time and can participate in this time of
harvest.
How can he be helped in dealing with past experiences with
the mother?
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There are several ways, and in the beginning it might be
helpful simply to think about the mother and realize that there
was also a veil across her consciousness. She was experiencing problems of her own and cannot be held totally accountable for some of her deeds and her reactions. And then
as he allows his thoughts to go in this direction, he can feel a
compassion for the mother welling up from within the heart
and have an ability to understand that she perhaps did the
very best she could at the time, considering the level of her
realizations and the problems she was facing in her life. As
compassion comes upon him, then truly he can extend his arm
in love and touch his mother in spirit and say, “I’m sorry. I
didn’t understand. But now I do, and truly I forgive you. I ask
you to forgive my earlier inabilities to understand. Now accept that I extend my love to you. And I also desire your
embrace.”
How can ________ be helped with physical problems? Does
he need certain therapies?
While dwelling upon earth it is certainly appropriate to take
advantage of different therapies that may be offered; for the
physical body is very dense, and weaknesses, even condensations of crystals or knotting up of the muscles, do require at
times help on the physical level. Bear in mind that this is not
the only assistance he should be given. This should be done in
conjunction with seeking to release the fears—fears that have
come from the past and fears and anxieties of the present—
for truly the body does express the consciousness on the earth
level. As these fears are released and Light and Love are
allowed to flow, then the body is less likely to become tense
and to cause pain. As the other therapies are used to release
those tensions that are the result of past anxieties and fear,
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then a feeling of well-being can come—and will come—upon
even the personality and the physical vehicle at this time.
How can he come to know the Presence of Jesus?
As he reads scriptures from the Bible, he should visualize that
he was there in the various scenes in which the Master took
part and that he also had the opportunity to address the
Master, to speak to Him—to ask questions and to receive
guidance. And in doing so, he can, as he is imagining these
scenes, just go ahead and ask his own questions, believing
that he truly is in the Presence of the Master and accepting
that the Master will give answers—not always in that moment, but He will give answers when the time is appropriate.
And as ________ reads these stories and imagines the Presence of the Master, surely he will begin to feel the Presence of
Him in that scene. And as this comes about he will then
realize that he can feel the Master and His Presence as he
goes about his duties on earth. It requires a certain amount of
imagination and accepting the promises of the Master, for He
has truly told us that He is in our hearts and He is always
with us—even unto the end [see Matt 28:20]. We should not
doubt these promises but accept them as true, even today in
this time.
What can be given to assist _______’s spiritual development?
As doubts and fears come upon him, he should pause, when
the opportunity presents itself, and accept that he exists because the Father is within him; that truly the Father, who created him, is a Father of Love; and that by imagining this, he
comes before the Presence of the Father or that, when he is
out walking, the Master walks beside him—that this truly
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does take place. And as he accepts to believe it, the experience of that Presence will be known, but it takes a conscious
and deliberate act of his own consciousness—a discipline
within him—to do this. And it would certainly be helpful to
assign a certain time every day to do this without fail and not
simply imagine that one can just read spiritual books and
have it happen on its own. One must put forth a certain
effort—one must attempt to accept and to believe, and one
must also make a point of setting aside some time to do this.
What conditions in his life can be changed and what is required of him?
It is required of him to participate in the mundane life on
earth. What can be changed is his perception of the conditions of his life. Rather than dwelling upon the experience of
stress brought about by demands placed upon him by the job
or dwelling upon the way some individuals may treat him and
the lack of recognition for his attempts to always do an excellent job—by allowing himself to release these things rather
than dwelling upon them—he should dwell upon thoughts of
his mission to extend love and remind himself from day to day
that the job itself—and relationships—are opportunities the
Father has placed before him—opportunities to allow the
Father through him to bless those around him. And truly the
Father will bring to him those who are in need of a blessing—
those who are in need of an experience of being accepted
without reservation and who are in need of a love that has no
personal gain as its purpose. And as he accepts this mission,
then the perception of the job will change, and he will see that
the Father has placed him where he is because there are
those around him who can be blessed through him. This is
and should be his goal. He should accept this as his higher
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purpose and realize that when some mundane gift might pass
him by, it is not that he is being slighted, but in some cases
those worldly gifts might have been a distraction—might have
delayed him in his own process on his path and also might
have caused him to neglect to extend a blessing to someone
else. For these mundane gifts of life can be a distraction,
allowing one, or causing one, to neglect his true mission on
earth.
Is there a closing message for ________?
Walk forth in the Light into the world, allowing It to beam
forth from you: allowing your brothers to see in expressions
on your face, in your countenance, and in the tone of your
voice that you are anchored in the Love and Light of the
Father, that you are truly here to bless, and that your brothers and sisters have nothing to fear, so that they would give
thanks that they may come to you and receive blessings and
may not feel that they walk in a desert land and must fight for
those things that are needed for life itself. For truly they can
receive blessings, just as two thousand years ago those who
knew Jesus, the Master, received blessings from Him. Walk in
that pathway. Ask Him to be in you—to be you walking the
earth. And it can happen; it will happen. And you will recognize that this is your salvation, this is your happiness, and
that you can feel at home under any circumstances in which
the Father should place you.
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